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Abstract
37 patients with severe brain injury (admission Glasgow Coma Score 8 or below) were simultaneously monitored for intracranial
and cerebral perfusion pressure and cerebral blood flow using transcranial Doppler ultrasonography. Pearson correlation coefficients
were calculated to analyze relationships between quantitative variables. It was established that the increase of intracranial pressure
leads to formation of Doppler ultrasonographic pattern of reduced perfusion, which involves relative decrease of mean linear
blood flow velocity (primarily due to decrease of end-diastolic blood flow velocity) and increase of peripheral resistivity indices
(pulsatility and resistivity indices).
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Abbreviation: CBF: Cerebral Blood Flow; CPP: Cerebral Perfusion Pressure; APmean: Mean Arterial Pressure; ICP: Intracranial
Pressure; TCDU: Transcranial Doppler Ultrasonography; BI: Brain Injury; AP: Arterial Pressure; LBFV: Linear Blood Flow Velocity;
DC: Decompressive Craniectomy; SaO2: Saturation; APsyst: Systolic Arterial Pressure; APdiast: Diastolic Arterial Pressure; MCA: Middle
Cerebral Artery; LBFVmean: Mean Linear Blood Flow Velocity; LBFVsyst : Systolic Linear Blood Flow Velocity; LBFVdiast: Diastolic Linear
Blood Flow Velocity; PI: Pulsatility Index; RI: Resistivity Index; М: Mean Value; SD: Standard Deviation; CI: Confidence Interval

Introduction
The main doctrine of cerebrovascular physiology is that the
uninterrupted supply of metabolic substrates to the brain is ensured
by constant cerebral blood flow (CBF) at the level of cerebral
perfusion pressure (CPP) within certain value range. CPP is a
difference between mean arterial pressure (APmean) and intracranial
pressure (ICP) [1-3]. CBF remains relatively constant in the CPP value
range 40 to 150 mmHg. There is a dynamic system of arterial vasocon

striction and vasodilation to maintain normal CBF level. In case of
increased ICP, CPP as low as 40-60 mmHg leads to decrease of CBF
and lower limit of its autoregulation [1,4]. Increase of ICP causes
mechanical compression of cerebral veins. Veins compression leads
to compensatory dilatation of cerebral arteries to maintain CBF.
Therefore, a “vicious circle” is created when the increase of brain
blood volume creates additional volume in cranial cavity causing
further ICP growth [5,6].
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CBF monitoring using transcranial Doppler ultrasonography
(TCDU) allows to dynamically assess the condition of the CBF
system, diagnose different pathologic conditions and forecast
complications related to secondary brain injuries. Complications
may occur due to disturbance of CBF regulation and volumetric
ratios inside the scull, which are interrelated [7-9]. Notwithstanding
the long history of studying CBF in severe brain injury (BI), many
issues remain not studied thoroughly and the data have many
contradictions [10-12]. Mostly it is caused by different approaches
in assessment of nature and severity of brain injury, use of different
devices and methods for determining CBF, and heterogeneous
changes in CBF even in one hemisphere [13].
In view of the above, we defined the following study objective:
study the nature of relationship between pressure parameters (ICP,
AP, CPP) and indices of CBF measured with TCDU. The following
study tasks were defined to achieve the objective:
a.

b.
c.

Study the structure of variables relationships measured
using TCDU and ICP monitoring.
Identify parameters by which groups of patients with and
without intracranial hypertension are distinguished.

Identify parameters by which groups of patients with low
and high values of mean linear blood flow velocity (LBFV)
are distinguished.

Materials and Methods

The study included 37 patients with severe BI (with admission
Glasgow Coma Score of 8 or below), which underwent medical
treatment in Public Institution, Mechnikov Dnipropetrovsk
Regional Clinical Hospital from 2012 to 2016 inclusive. 32 men and
5 women aged 16 to 65 (average, 34.8±14.3) were examined.

The examined group consisted of 8 patients with diffuse and 29
patients with focal injury (intracranial hematomas, volume 25cm3
and above). Focal injury patients included 18 patients with subdural
hematomas, 5 patients with intracerebral hematomas, 4 patients
with multiple hematomas, and one patient with epidural hematoma.
Intracranial pressure sensors were initially placed in all patients.

31 patients underwent standard decompressive craniectomy (DC)
to treat intracranial hypertension (ICH). In 6 cases, the operation
was limited to sensor placement with subsequent ICH treatment.

Patients were treated given the indications of multimodal
neurophysiological monitoring which included monitoring of ICP,
APmean, CPP, saturation (SaO2), and cerebral blood flow using TCDU.
ICP was measured with parenchymal sensors. Sensors were placed
on the side opposite to the affected area (on the “healthy side”) in
an operating room. In all the cases, sensors were placed in Kocher’s
point (2 cm anterior to coronal suture and 2 cm lateral to sagittal
line) 3-4 cm deep in the frontal lobe. A sensor, placed into the
brain parenchyma, was connected with Spiegelberg’s (Hamburg,
Germany) Brain Pressure Monitor REF HDM 26.1/FV500, ICP was
constantly monitored intra- and postoperatively. ICP monitor was
connected to a personal computer (laptop) via 232 interfaces.
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Spiegelberg collection program, version 7 was used, which allowed
to visually study a wave form, save and process the received data.
Each value represented a median of 12 ICP values for a past minute,
taken once per 5 sec. During TCDU, mean, systolic, diastolic and
pulse ICP were automatically recorded. The data were saved as
Excel table.

Arterial pressure was measured with an oscillometric method
using YuM-300 (ЮМ-300) monitor (Yutas, Ukraine). Mean (APmean),
systolic (APsyst), and diastolic (APdiast) arterial pressures were
recorded. At the same time, CPP was measured, which provided
general indication of cerebral perfusion. CPP was calculated as a
difference between APmean and ICP. TCDU was carried out using
a portable device, Sonomed 300P produced by SPECTROMED
(Russia). In Doppler sonography, М1 and М2 segments of the
middle cerebral artery (MCA) were insonated on both sides from
anteriofrontal ultrasound window at the depth of 55–70 mm with
2 MHz sensor with determination of mean (LBFVmean), systolic
(LBFVsyst) and diastolic (LBFVdiast) linear blood flow velocity.
Gosling’s Pulsatility Index (PI) was calculated using the formula
[14]:
PI = (LBFVsyst = LBFVdiast)/LBFVmean.

Pourcelot Resistive Index (RI) was calculated using the formula
[14]:
RI = (LBFVsyst - LBFVdiast)/LBFVsyst

13 patients died within one month after the surgery; postoperative lethality was 35.1% in the study group.
Table 1: Testing normality of variables distribution using Shapiro-Wilk
test.
No.

Variable

W

Р

1

Pulse ICP

0.95

0.1346

3

LBFVsyst1

0.97

0.3516

2
4

APmean

LBFVdiast1

5

LBFVmean1

7

LBFVdiast2

6

LBFVsyst2

8

LBFVmean2

10

ICPbox

9

11

PI

CPPbox

0.97
0.95
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.95
0.98
0.99

0.3159
0.1199
0.7446
0.4326
0.3835
0.883
0.092
0.624
0.983

The obtained data were statistically processed using Statistica
6.0 in accordance with key study tasks. The sample included data
of one measurement per patient. For each of 37 patients, indices of
the first ICP, AP, CPP. and CBF measurement were taken. Normality
of variables distribution and equality of dispersion were tested
with Shapiro-Wilk test to justify the possibility of using parametric
methods of analysis. Pulse ICP, APmean, all LBFVs (LBFVmean, LBFVsyst,
LBFVdiast) and PI on healthy and affected sides were distributed
normally. It was established that ICP and CPP were not distributed
normally. ICP and CPP variables were transformed with Box Cox
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method. New ICPbox and CPPbox variables were distributed normally.
The results of normality of variables distribution testing are
specified in Table 1.

second and third tasks, specific hypotheses of samples differences
were developed and tested. 20 mmHg was taken as the ICP limit and
60 cm/sec as the LBFV limit. 29 patients had ICP below 20 mmHg
and 8 had ICP above 20 mmHg. 22 patients had LBFV below 60
cm/sec and 15 had LBFV above 60 cm/sec. Independent samples
Student’s t-test was used for normally distributed variables.
Variables values are specified as a mean value (M) and a standard
deviation (SD) and in the form of 95% confidence interval [95% CI].

Notes: LBFVmean1 = LBFVmean on the sensor’s side; LBFVmean2
= LBFVmean on the side opposite to the sensor; W = test statistics
(specifically formed sums ratio); p = class 1 error probability.
At р>0.05, a hypothesis of normality is rejected, a variable is
considered normally distributed.

Results and Discussion

To solve the first task, a correlation matrix was calculated
and statistically significant relationships between variables were
determined. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to
analyze relationships between quantitative variables. To solve the

Statistically significant (р<0.05) relationships were revealed
between mean ICP and PI both on the sensor’s (r=0.37) and the
opposite side (r=0.4) (Table 2).

Table 2: Pearson correlation matrix for basic quantitative variables

ICPbox

AP

mean

ICPbox

APmean

CPPbox

LBFVsyst1

LBFVdiast1

PI1

PI2

RI1

RI2

1

0.24

-0.52

-0.03

-0.24

0.37

0.4

0.35

0.35

1

-0.01

0.11

-0.23

-0.36

-0.24

-0.36

1

-0.68

-0.63

-0.68

-0.64

-0.63

0.81

1

0.81

-0.64

0.81

0.24

CPPbox

-0.52

LBFVdiast1

-0.24

LBFVsyst1
PI1
PI2

RI1
RI2

1

0.65

0.65

-0.03

-0.05

-0.01

0.37

0.12

-0.23

0.09

-0.24

0.4

0.35
0.35

-0.14
0.05
0

-0.05
1

0.11

0.69

-0.36

-0.09

-0.36

-0.08

-0.14
0.69

0.02

-0.68

0.03

-0.68

We have confirmed the existence of significant negative
correlation between mean ICP and CPP (r=-0.52). LBFVsyst on
both sides was not statistically significantly associated with
ICP. Statistically significant correlation coefficients were also
determined for the following couples of variables: CPP and PI on
the side opposite to a sensor (r=-0.36), CPP and RI on the side
opposite to a sensor (r=-0.36). It was established that LBFVdiast on
the side opposite to a sensor is significantly associated with CPP
(r=0.41). LBFV on the sensor’s side was not related with CPP. Strong
direct correlation relationship between LBFVsyst and LBFVdiast was
found both on the sensor’s (r=0.69) and opposite side (r=0.74).
Statistically significant relationships between the two sides were
revealed for PI (r =0.47), LBFVsyst (r =0.37), and LBFVdiast (r=0.67).
Statistically significant relationships between LBFV and APmean, ICP
and APmean were not detected.

Samples of patients with and without intracranial hypertension
(ICP above 20 mmHg) were statistically significantly different in
terms of the following variables: CPPbox, PI1 and PI2, RI1 and RI2.
In ICH patients, PI on the sensor’s side was 092±0.27 (95%CI,
0.69:1.14) and in no-ICH patients, 0.64±0.3 (CI 95%, 0.53:0.76)
(р=0.0239). PI on the side opposite to a sensor in ICH patients was
1.07±0.37 (95%CI, 0.77:1.38); in no-ICH patients, 0.66±0.27 (CI
95%, 0.56:0.76) (р=0.0012).
Low and high LBFV (above 60 cm/sec) patient samples had
statistically significant difference in APmean and APdiast, PI, and RI.
In a group of patients with LBFV below 60 cm/sec, APmean was
94.72±9.31; in a group of patients with LBFV above 60 mmHg,

0.12
0.02
1

0.99

0.05

-0.09
0.81

0.09

0.81
0.99

0.03
0.99
1

0.83

0

-0.08
0.81
0.99
0.83
1

87.23±8.79 (р=0.026). In a group of patients with LBFV below 60
cm/sec, PI was 0.65±0.33; in a group of patients with LBFV above
60 mmHg, PI was 0.9±0.29 (р=0.026). It can be assumed that the
lack of statistically significant relationship between APmean and
LBFV based on Pearson correlation coefficient calculation was due
to non-linear nature of such relationship.

Conclusion

The increase of intracranial pressure leads to formation of
Doppler ultrasonographic pattern of reduced perfusion, featuring
relative decrease of mean linear blood flow velocity (primarily due
to decrease of end-diastolic blood flow velocity) and increase of
peripheral resistivity indices (pulsatility and resistivity indices).
Differences in correlation coefficients between ICP, CPP and values
of cerebral blood flow on the sensor’s side and the opposite side
indicate multidirectional changes of CBF autoregulation. ICH
forecast is possible based on PI analysis in two brain hemispheres.
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